Northwestern University, Department of Sociology

Crime, Law, & Society Workshop Fall 2018

Select Tuesdays, 3:30 PM to 4:50 PM,
Harris Hall - room L04
1881 Sheridan Road, Evanston, IL 60208

October 16  Anya Degenschein, NU Sociology
“Double Life” or “Digital Avatar”? How Digital Evidence Is Used to Create, and Contest, Criminality in Counterterrorism Stings

October 30  Charles Bosvieux-Onyekwelu, NU Sociology, ABF
Time is Money: How Law Firms use Pro Bono Work to Convert Social Capital into Hard Capital

November 13  Jane Pryma, NU Sociology
Balancing legal risk with patient rights: Legal consciousness and pain management in the opioid crisis

The Crime, Law, and Society Workshop is a joint effort by the Sociology and Legal Studies Departments designed to bring together an interdisciplinary group of graduate students and faculty interested in the fields of law and society, punishment, and criminology. Graduate students from all levels and departments are invited to participate. It meets approximately 3-4 times per quarter. For more information, please contact one of the student coordinators: Erica Banks (ericabanks2015@u.northwestern.edu) or Magda Boutros (magda.boutros@u.northwestern.edu)